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Students

Aggie court may get
a new face someday

UTAH STATE

1JRODNEYCHONGWE
""'wrl~r

A IU88e51ioncan easily become a landmark
annctionwith an appeal potential to many

people.An example:

0[

when Lyle Allen, a USU student ,
..-ied that the emblem at center court in
lhtSpectrum be changed, John Fjeldsted,
aanpusaffairs and athletic vice president,
IOaltthe suggestion to heart.
Immediately. the proposal was brought
Wen, various committees, student and
anlnistrative input was sought. And
-,,ding to Fjeldsted, the consensus among
lludentsand administration was that a desiPn
CNIIIO
was needed.
Ontof the ideas behind the change,
fllldated
said, is that other universities in the
._ andthe nation have emblems in the
court of their basketball courts that
Pl"lett
the image of the school. As a result of
iliaIUgeS!ion, Randy Hale, Sign Shop
Clllllrlator, was contacted to design a new

□

.,...tly,

'

C7

.......

lWeMidUSU needs "an emblem that is
llgil,lefor student viewers and easy for
camera to focus on."
floor and design include the Aggie

llfW

1hrnew emblem differs greatly from
-•

which was only a block letter

0
□

S:111991'
:IIHJ.:10 :IIINOH
Introducing the new Agle buketball court. Maybe. The new design, which includes a new center court symbol
and the words "Home of the Aggies," needs to be reviewed and approved by administrators.
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Friday's World
'BrieflY----~

Interest rates slow U.S. economy

Hatch rallies
for Rev. Moon

DALLAS (AP) - President Reagan, in
Texas to celebrate a resurgence in home
building, was told by housing industry leaders
Thursday that "time is running out" and that
the recovery may be killed off by rising
interest rates.
During a visit to a construction site and in
a roundtable discussion with builders and
bankers, Reagan expressed optimism that
interest rates will come down again by
summer's end, despite what he called an
upward recent "flurry."
But in a rare public exchange of views with
business leaders, Reagan was subjected to
some blunt talk about what may lie ahead for
the recovery he came to boast about.
His own optimism contrasted sharply with
the worried tone of remarks by his fellow
panelists. They warned that the notoriously
volatile housing industry may soon be choked
by continuing high federal deficits, fear of
inflation and interest rates that already have

WASHINGTON (AP) Sen. Orrin Hatch has asked
the U.S. Supreme Court to
overturn the tax fraud
conviction of the Rev. Sun
Myung Moon, saying the
founder of the Unification
Church did not get a fair
trial.
In a friend-of-the-court
brief, Hatch, R-Utah, said
"public hatred and
persecution" may have
influenced the outcome of
Moon's original trial and
his subsequent appeal in
federal courts.
Hatch said those courts
permitted federal
prosecutors and jurors "to
run roughshod" over the
Korean-born religious
leader's rights.
If Moon's conviction is
allowed to stand, it "poses
a serious threat of further
governmental interference
into the affairs of all
churches," Hatch said.
The chairman of the
Senate Constitution
Subcommittee said Moon's
case represented "a
troubling and unwarranted
exercise of judicial
interference by the courts
... with fundamental
religious freedoms."
Hatch said his 15-page
brief was not an
endorsement of the church,
but rather a defense of
"inalienable religious
freedoms."

Banks set a May 3
execution date.
Bishop, 32, sat with his
attorneys Thursday in a
hearing before Banks. Ms.
Nesset-Sale argued that
Banks gave improper
instructions to the jury,
should not have allowed
testimony from six boys
approached by Bishop and
should not have allowed
evidence of Bishop's guilty
plea to a prior
embezzlement charge.
Banks rejected all three
arguments and criticized
Ms. Nesset-Sale for her
conduct during the trial.
Outside the courtroom,
Ms. Nesset-Sale defended
her conduct at the trial.
"I don't believe I ever
violated the rules of the
court," she said.

Fund doubtful

LOGAN (AP) - Utah
State University officials
are extremely concerned
about possible loss of state
funds to pay for repairs of
Old Main, the historic
campus building damaged
by fire.
They are worried about
the possibility Gov. Scott
Matheson might veto
legislative-intent language
in a $10.5 million
appropriations bill, and
thus exclude funding for
Old Main.
A funding bill
appropriating $12 million
for Old Main repairs
passed the House in the
January budget session of
the Legislature, but never
got through the Senate
"because of a clerical
ecror," said Lee Burke,
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
assistant to President
A judge ruled Thursday
Stanford Cazier.
that no proced-. al errors
''Now the governor has
were committed during the been told in an attorney
trial of condemned childgeneral's opinion that he
slayer Arthur Bishop and
cannot veto part of an
no new trial will be held.
appropriation bill without
Defense allorney Jo
deleting funding for our
Carol Nesset-Sale argued at building," Burke said
the hearing in Utah's 3rd
Thursday.
District Court that there
He said Cazier has
were three prejucidial
conveyed his concern to
errors in last month's trial.
Matheson, and the
Bishop was convicted of governor is sympathetic to
five counts of first-degree
the university's needs.
murder and five counts of
But the governor also is
aggravated kidnapping by a very much opposed to
12-member jury for killing
unrelated intent language
five boys from 1979 to
that would prohibit the
1983
state Social Services
He was sentenced to die
employees from moving
for the slayings by the
into the new Triad Center,"
same jury and Judge Jay
Burke said.

No errors in
Bishop trial

begun to cut many would-be home buyers out
of the market.
On the second day of a two-day trip to
Missouri and Texas to spotlight growth in the
economy, Reagan visited a housing
development where he told workers building
$70,000 homes that the recovery has restored
"everyone's dream of wanting to own their
own piece of ground and their own house."
"You're out in front of the rest of the
United States as to the comeback," Reagan
said, noting that he had come to the Dallas
area to get "a picture of what's happening all
over America."
But even before he left the job site, Rocco
Pigneri, the project manager, asked him aboul
the future of interest rates. Reagan replied, '1
have hope that we are going to see them
come down." He attributed the recent upward
flurry to pessimism among bankers, who fear
a return of inflation.

Mudslide threatens Ogden Canyon Road
OGDEN (AP) -A mudslide in Ogden
Canyon that is threatening six homes and a
state highway appears to have slowed down,
but the danger is not over, says the state's
geologist.
State Geologist Bruce Kaliser said
Wednesday that while movement at the top
of the 1,000-foot mud flow appeared to have
slowed, it continued to move at the bottom,
near Utah 39.
Meanwhile the mud-blocked road, Valley
Drive, may have to be moved, said Ogden
Public Works Director Jerry Reed.
And a pipeline damaged by the slide in
Ogden Canyon will cost $500,000 to repair, a
conservancy district 9fficial said.
Valley Drive, which has been covered by a
constant mud flow, may have to be moved
north and raised 5 or 6 feet to act as a barrier
against future slides, Reed said.
He is waiting for dry weather before
deciding whether to recommend the

construction.
The mud is flowing from an old slide above
the road, said Larry Davis, city engineer.
The city closed off Valley Drive when it
decided it could not keep up with the flow of
mud, water and boulders off the steep slope.
Reed said the "constantly descending muck"
has crossed the road, taken out a golf course
fence and is now pushing onto the fringe of
the fairway.
Valley Drive is used by residents of nearby
Canyon Cove Apartments, which Davis said
are in no danger.
The department's main concern is the
saturated fairway at the toe of the slide, Reed
said.
The pipeline damaged by the Ogden
Canyon slide will cost $500,000 to repair, but
the repairs will have to be delayed until the
slide stabilizes or drops, said Edward H.
Southwick, director of the Weber-Box Elder
Conservancy District.

$40 million in aid sought for Grenada
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan
administration is seeking $40 million in nt:w
aid for Grenada - equal to $360 per
inhabitant - to rebuild a mental hospital
destroyed in the U.S. invasion last October,
finish an airport begun by Cubans and
revitalize the island's economy.
The size of the aid request is extraordinary
for an Eastern Caribbean island, where U.S.
spending plans of $10 million are considered
large. Combined with earlier aid, it will push
total U.S. assistance to the island since the
Oct. 25 invasion to $72.2 million.
Grenada's gross national product, the value
of all goods and services made on the island
in 1981, was $100 million, latest World Bank
figures show. Grenadians earned an average
income of $850.
Theodor Bratrud, the Agency for
International Development officer in charge of
the Eastern Caribbean, said the "very
substantial" aid proposal for Grenada "will go
..."""11du<•1>11lhr""houl~
......,1...,.r,,.,,..,
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a long way toward the rehabilitation and
recovery of the economy." The administralloll
proposed paying for the new aid by ~
money earlier approved for Lebanonand
Syria.
The largest single item in the aid poclcl8I
$19 million to complete the Point Salbws
airport, with its 9, 700-foot nm-y.
beaa>
I!,
Cubans and cited by President Reqan • a
potential Soviet base when the Islandby leftist Prime Minister Maurice Bishop
Administration officials now II)' the "'!"ll"JII..,.~·
is needed to boost the island's tourillll.
lltf.
same claim Bishop madeIn denylna ~
that the airport was intended U a Sarilt

base.

The United States invaded the Islandof
110,000 people after Bishop
and killed by a hardline Marxilt
government. A 7,000-man U.S.
ousted that group and clearedthe...,
appointment of an interim govemmeat.
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Carter comes out on top
in ASUSU final elections
By JEFF BALDWIN
staff writer

ilCarterrefoices at news of victory
....,

over presidential race opponent Scott Wyatt.Carter won the

with a 1,S71-to-1,317 vote.

Steve Adam s photo

on-resident students declining
Qfficialsays they're needed for 'cultural enrichment'
liMMHARMON

.writer

declining
number of non-resident
11in Utah Colleges has a chilling effect
lion, said USU President Stanford
at a monthly meeting of the Utah
ol Reaents.
thestate's institutions of higher learlvlththeexception of the College of
-Utah,are losing non-residents, accor-

to-one ratio of resident to non-resident tuition.
"Some people want to reduce this to a
revenue issue, but it's more than that. It's not
good for a person to receive his entire degree
in one system. We don 't recommend that our
students get their bachelor 's, master 's and
doctorate degrees with us. They should go to
another school to get a different perspective,"
said Cazier.
All nine of Utah 's college and university

Cazier.

"Some people want to reduce this
to a revenue issue, but it's more
than that," said Cazier.
presidents earned their advanced degrees outside Utah , he said.
Non-residents allow students to experienc e
different viewpoints and enrich the culture,
according to Christensen.
"International students are of particular importance as they add an international flavor
and dimension that is really valuable ," said
Christensen.
'We certainly should educate our own Utah
students , but we have the capacity to educate
both," Cazier said.
USU does no recruiting for non-residents.
Visits are made to high schools in bordering
counties and information is provided for
those students who express an interest in attending USU, said Christensen.

Bill Carter becam e USU's,
and probably Utah's, first
black student body president
with a 1,571-to-l,317 upset
victory over Scott Wyatt in
this year's ASUSU elections.
Carter had been trailing
Wyatt 923 lo 588 after last
week's primary elections.
'Tm quite surprised," said
Carter, who will replace
ASUSU President Dave
Chambers. "I knew it was
close. I've got lo go see the
(final) scores ."
The closest race was that
for the campus affairs/ athletic vice presidency
between Shawn Mecham and
Sid Davis with Mecham winning by an even 30 votes. He
had trailed by six in the
primaries.
··1 knew ii would be close,"
Mecham said. " I thought Sid
would have the edge because
I missed a couple of nights
campaigning but I guess I
pulled through.,.
Ben Nishiguchi defeated
Steve Robinson for execut ive
vice president, getting 1,628
votes to Robinson's 1,123.
The secretary / treasurer
position will be filled by Jennifer Hammond , who
defeated Eve Watson 1,365 to
1,286 while the new academic
vice president is Steve Jones,
winner over write-in candidate Stancine Fawcett 2,192
to 136.
Activities vice president is
Ed Zollinger, who defeated
Shelly Parker 1,418 to 1,290
and Camille Thorpe will take

over the cultural vice
presidency after a
1,588-to-1,100 victory over
Chris Hoagland.
The somewhat heated bat tle for Spectrum Productions
vice president was decided
1,898 lo 814 with Steve
Thompson retaining the office from Kent Bickmore.
Marcus Pope fills the student relations vice presidency
with 1,682 total votes compared to Bret Ellis 1,023.
Next year's volunteers vice
president is Steve Williams
who defeated Les Cook 1,495
lo 1,140.
Senate members will include Greg Egan, agriculture,
Jon Richards, business, and
Corine Larson, educa tion.
The College of Engineering
will be represented by Tom
Briscoe. Stephanie Simmons
was elected to the social
science.
The other half of the College of HASS, humanities
and arts, will be represented
by Catherine Grant. Jon
Ahlstrom was elected to be
science senator.
Becky Gravenmeir, natural
resources, and Denise Anderson, family life, were victorious write-in candidates.
Elections committee chairman Mike Bodily said this
year's elections went "very
smooth."
This year, 2,931 ballots
were cast as compared to
2,547 in last year's elections.
This represents 33 percent of
USU's student body.
year 27 percent of the
students were represented in
elections.

Lllilt

Text book pricing system
complex, involves many
By RODNEY CHONGWE
staff writer
A student buys a textbook from a bookstore for $15. A
quarter later, the bookstore re-purchases the book at half
the original price. The bookstore then sells the used textbook lo another student for $12.
If this story rings familiar, it is because it concerns a
recurring quarterly business transaction involving USU
students and the USU Bookstore.
"Some textbook prices are just outrageous," complained
a nutrition and food science graduate student. "Wo rse, we
are paid half the origina l price after using the textbook for
one quarter."
No person reads an immediate end to the soaring textbook prices. "Students are justified in complaining about
high textbook costs, but they should realize that it is not
our fault," textbook manager Beth Nyman explained.
A survey conducted by the bookstore indicated a doubling of some textbook prices over a five-year span.
For example, the textbook , Food Scie11ce,by Helen
Charley, cost about $8 in 1972. By 1979, its price had risen
to $17. This quarter, it is selling for $25.
But students and bookstore officials are just some of the
characters in a complex textbook business cast. Some of the
characters include authors, printers, publishers and professors.
It is the professors , however , who are the link between
the bookstore and students. The pr ofessor's choice of a textbook is central to what price students pay for a textbook.
More importantly, the quality of education the student
~:!~:I.depends
on the professor's choice of teaching

(continued on page

7)
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Promises still valid
after election

DIDN'T

BoTftER
/T

Now that final elections are over and the winners
have been announced, the student body - voters
and non-voters alike- should remember the newly
elected officers made promises and set goals. "If I'm
elected," we were told; "I promise . . "
Now the offices have been filled, clip this
editorial, put it on the fridge and let it get good and
yellow. Read it next winter quarter. Will these newly elected officer keep their promises? Here's they
are:
ASUSU President Bill Carter said his objectives
are to "increase student representation" and that he
wants to see student body officers become more involved with students.
Executive Vice President Ben Nishiguchi said he
would like to conduct more inexpensive polls on
major issues. He said, "My point of view is that
students have hardly any say in major issues. I
would like to reflect what the students want and
think."
He said the surveys should be taken by a student
committee and that they would be small and inexpensive, using student input as much as possible.
Spectrum Productions Vice President Steve
Thompson said he wants to "develop an interorganizational council to block major concerts and
avoid the politics of the middleman."
Student Relations Vice President Marcus Pope
said he is willing to work, that he plans to increase
!~physical condiditon of the Book Exchange with
better equipment, more volunteers and a larger
room. He said, "I can make things much more enjoyable. There is a lot to do besides just going to
class."
Volunteers Vice President Steve Williams stresses
student involvement in volunteer programs such as
Specidl Olympics and Big Brother.
Academic Vice President Steve Jones said he
would like to see reform in the plus-minus grading
system. Jones also said one of his goal is to reduce
scheduling conflicts of high-demand classessuch as
English and math.
Activities Vice President Ed Zollinger said he
would like to upgrade student dances and activities.
"I would like to see the high school kids out of the
dances," Zollinger said. He also said he would like
to see suggestion boxes placed in every on-campus
building.
Campus Affairs and Athletic Vice President
Shawn Meecham said he would work on seating
problems in the Spectrum by hiring ushers to direct
students to their seating section and non-students to
their reserved seating. He said he'd work on keeping students from saving seats.
Cultural Vice President Camille Thorpe said her
goals were to limit the number of Convocations
speakers and increase the popularity of the series.
Though these aren't all the goals and promises
these newly elected student body officers have offered, they are some of the major ones on which
they based their campaign platform.
Now that they have these offices, see if they will
keep their word - something that isn't always
associated with today's politics.
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Article on astronaut poorly written
To the editor:

As close friends of Mary
Cleave, we feel compelled lo
comment on the poorly written
article appearing on the April 6
front
page. The article
contained numerous factual
errors concerning
Mary's
astronaut training and current
responsibilities al the Johnson
Space Center and did a
disservice to a noted alumnus
of USU. Its tone could lead the
reader lo assume she had
limited technical knowledge of
the space program and the

__,

shuttle. One of the most inexperienced journalist. Equal
blatant errors was in reference responsibility belongs to the
editorial staff for pnntmg
to her present duties which
such
H
were reported to be merely a phrases
"rigorous workout to keep her "experimenting with one ot
physically fit for the future the experiments on board
We would hope those
flight." As Mary pointed out,
in the space
NASA routinely rotates the interested
astronaut's duties and she has program either took the
opportunity
to attend the
had several assignments in the
last four years. Until recently, Convocations Series lectureor
read the more accurate and
she
was
a
capsule
comm,micator (CAPCOMI al l well-written articles •ppeanng
in the Salt Lake Tribuneand
Mission Control and is now
the Herald Journal.a, we did.
working with crew equipment.
We do not want to place all
AlbertaSeienlad
of the blame on a possibly
MardyneMaltlww•

Candidates should respect copyright
To the editor:
Monday morning while I
was between classes I noticed
several campaign signs that
showed an astonishing lack of
originality. While I will not
besmear the candidates by
mentioning their names, I wish
to point out that the Coca-Cola
emblem, the name and design
"Rolling Stone" and Ernest are

all copyrighted trademarks of
various corporations. Aside
from the fact that the
candidates who are using these
symbols as part of their
campaigns show a lack of
respect for the legal rights of
others (copyright violation
carries a maximum statutory
fine of $5,000), they are
amazingly uncreative. These
symbols- may be of some help

in remembering their names.
but I don't vote for someone
on the virtue of who they can
rip-off.
Student body elecuon>
aside from being inescapable
are necessary.Plagiarismwhile
participating isn't. A fewhours
of creative thinking canti() •
long way toward elimonalln8
the banality of the wholemess

,.a.t

Howlett's views are not far-fetched
To the editor:
In the April 9 issue of The
Utah Statesman,
Timon
Marshall took it upon himself
to sling mud in Leland
Howlett's direction. I hope to
avoid that tactic, but perhaps
the USU studentbody could be
enlightened on a few points.
I cannot speak for this year,
but from what happened last
year, I can understand Mr.
Howlett assuming that student
funds were being spent on
p,zza. After all, that was the

year that the executive vice
president felt 11was necessary
for students lobbying the
legislature to stay in the Salt
Lake Hilton while enjoying the
luxury of having all food
covered. The meals at the
Hilton were catered, and the
one away from that meager
hotel had a limit of $12 - all
covered by student funds. A
budget like that makes pizzas
look insignificant.
If my
memory serve~ me correctly,
the legislature did not do much
for education that year.

A, one concerned
about
the
use of our funds, I SUIIP5'
~
put ASUSU on the same
as the bowling alley. I didnot
understand how Mr. Marshall'•
resolutions concerningpartung
in the area of the g,rl's~•
affectected the general
the
body. Elimination ol_._,
seemed much more Uma,
And yes, I admit to VOlirlll
Mr. Marshall l,ecaustviCe
looked like an acllCllmiC
president. Oh well 1
learn.

c'.

=
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Having fun in Logan
Editor's note: Soapbox 15 a weekly column in which a member
o/ TheStatesman staff is invited to express an opinion of his or

her choice. Brent Layton is a senior majoring in public
,e/Jt1ons.

Can you recall the first time you saw Logan, that September
tw0 or three years ago or maybe just last fall?

Everythingwas new and fresh. The valley was settling into
tall, with crisp, multi-colored leaves floating gracefully lo the
ground, prodded on their way by cool breezes from the canyon each evening.
The atmosphere was electric with anticipation and hope for the future, good
grades, fun-filled days and new friends.
Maybe you looked forward 10 the first
overnighter up Logan Canyon, or
maybe it was a short runaway lo
Preston that had your hopes so high.
You were happy to be living on your
own. You might even have looked forward to the challenges and rigors of being a college student.
It doesn't matter what had you so exc,led,the point IS you were just plain glad to be here.
Can you recall that feeling for just a moment? Sure is diflerentfrom how you feel now, isn't itl
Herewe are in boring old Logan. No night life, no sunshine,
nobeaches,no thermometers registering above freezing for
hundredsof days at a lime ...your roomates are all wimps, rent
11 too high, that F in psychology (or was that calculus?) last
quaner really messed up your grade point average for the
wholeyear.
Quite a change of pace, don't you think?
Theremust be some simple explanation of this drastic turnaboutthat so many of us have gone through. Something must
havechanged, but we aren't sure what it is. The vall ey
a>uldn'thave changed that fast. Perhaps it's the people. No
theycouldn't all have changed that fast either. Maybe it's us?
Whatcould cause you or me to change so much in the few
YNBor months that we spend here?
Manyof us have developed a hypnosis. What was fresh and
,_
IS still fresh and new, but we don't see it. Over time we
have
fallen into our routines: go to class, go to work, go to the
library.We have become so oriented to one or two aspects of
Illelhatnothing else exists.
Piestonis still there. Logan Canyon is still there. We are still
Cllllleae
students.
Whenwas the last time you really stopped to enjoy the
~ and beauty that is unique to this valley?
So you hate freezing weather? Don't whine about it, go
phaiograph
icicles! So you hate snow? Let's go skiing! So you
'- wind? Let's go kite flying! No matter what the cir~nces
are we ways to enjoy them.
'lllts is still a great place to be if we can learn to enjoy all the
-.ins instead of vegetating in our apartments, waiting
lllllessly
for the sun.
..,_~ have a lot to be happy about here in Logan. After all we
- be in Arizona!

TSC317

Black 8/. White Alf air
cosponsored by BSU Ill.UITC Ill.ASUSU

Top 40 R&B and New Music Band
$2. with USU ID
Saturday, April 14th
$3. reg. admission
8:30- 12:00
Before 9:00 1st 50 people $1.
Fieldhouse
Breakdance Contest
pn\7,ES\
New Wave Dance Contest ___ ~
____
__.

April 21 /8:00-12:00/SC
Free/ID Required
Crapa/ Blaclcjaclc/ Ktno
Danu-Voyagtr
Prlzu & Auction
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Charts
5 Moccasin
8 Trade
12 Sea In Asia
13 Time gone by
14 Sleeveless
cloak

15Sllt
17 laud
19 Surfeited
20 Go In
21
23
24
26
28

Heroic event
Doom
Food fish
Sum
Knock
31 Hypothetical
force
32 Vessel
33 Note ot scate
34 Asian ox
36 Part of flower
38 Flylng

mammal

39 Roman date
41 Tardy
43 Chemical
compound
45 Substance
48 Revolve
Soft
51 City in Russia
52 Bother
54 Chair
55 Dispatched
56 Staff
57 Sea eagles

so

DOWN
1 Church
service
2 Alms box
3 Separated
4 Slumber
5 Shallow

Answer lo Previo us Puzzle
M A L E
I
S L A VI S
s • T E E•
E R R 0
S 0 RT •
A
0 R A
T E
D A L
H A
A N ■ RI D
T E N■
A S I
E
C U T L E T
NI
L
N 0
E T E
E N

-

·-

vessel
6 Symbol for
sliver
7 Policeman:
slang

S L E
T A A

o
R
E
0
E
R
A
S
E
D

w

p •

I

E A I
N E A S
E L s •
P A S
0 E R
LA
A T
L E I
R S I E A T
N■ L A D S
S I E R
TA NG 0
L
A R
S
E R

·p •

s •

-

s •

8 Meager
9 Restaur ant
worker
10 Part of
church

11 Equal
16 Redact
18 Actual
22 Contends
with
23 Deadly
24 Timid
25 Room In
harem
27 Small chUd
29 Wine cup
30 Fruit seed
35 Young cat
36 Saucy
37 Crippled
38 Improve
40 Apportioned
42 Taut
43 God of love
44 Painful
46 Wo lfho und
47 Permits
49 Organ of
hearing

50 Deity

53 Note of scale

h

.,
,.

P.S. You can make someone
elsesday by buying them a
StatesmanClassifiedfor $2
at tsc 317.
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INTRODUCING
DIGITAl?S
PERSONAL
COMPUTERS.
Your educational price is S}747"
Full Discount passed on to Faculty,
staff, and students*
(Sma ll handlin g and frei gh t charge )

Check out ou r Software Dept. for the
Total University Needs!

,,i,,;

~

¥-

This is your chance to see Digita l's Perso nal Computers in ac tion . At your College Bookstore, you 'll see how
The Digital's personal computers fit in your life. And you'll get to see for yourse lf why experts have been
giving rave reviews for Digita l's new persona l com pute rs.
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Book business is a complex cast of characters
(a,allnued from page 3)

''Our primary consideration in textbookselection is content. We seldom
knoW
at the time of selecting a texd,ookwhat its price will be when
,tudentsbuy it," said Maurice
TJM,n,a<.
department head of indultrial
technology and education .
Otherprofessors echo his views.
Mathematics professor Robert
Gunderson put it this way: ''There
have been cases where textbooks were
not adopted because of excessive cost.
Butif ii is the best textbook on the
marl<et,then we will select it."
Complicating the high costs are the
dnnandsof some specialized fields.
OteNylor, another textbook
manager,said, "In the scientific field,
textbooks are just expensive."
Thomas
agreed, adding that
specializedcourses do not offer a
wideselection."
Students do not have much from
whichto choose, either . Textbooks
are not only expensive, but some
becomeunsaleable as well, said the
bookstore officials.
'1 have had to throw away some
textbooks because the bookstore
musedto buy them back from a student,''explained Nyman.
''Some publishers force new editionsneedlessly," said English prolsor Willis Pitkin. ''The trouble is
thal when a publisher puts out a new
editionhe makes sure that the old
one is removed from the market."
"Occasionally, a professor may
realize
that he made a wrong selection. then decides not to use that textbookagain," said Thomas. "Also, a
pr,,l,ssor
may like one textbook over
one a colleague used on a previous

quarter"
Significantly, some students may be
the victim of a textbook change forced upon a professor by their colleagues in the previous quarter.
Thomas said, "Sometimes students
will complain about how difficult a
textbook was, and I respond to that
by withdrawing it because I do not
want to subject another group of
students to those difficulties."
Such textbook changes seldom occur however. In another survey carried out between winter 1979 and
winter 1982, involving 15 courses, the
bookstore found that one course
changed textbooks six times. Five
courses made quarter-to-quarter consecutive changes. Most made changes
up to four times. Only one course's
textbook remained unchanged.
ln a bid to win the textbook price
war, some students have had to drop
a course. This solution is impractical
where the course involved is required
for graduation. And in the case of
foreign students, for whom taking
less than 12 credit hours a quarter
constitutes an immigration law violation, course-dropping might be impossible.
Some students rely on lectures. As
the NFS graduate student put it,
"Sometimes, you can get more from a
lecture than from the textbook recommended by the same professor. It
would be better for the professor to
compile a set of lecture notes, make
copies of them and sell them to
students. This would be inexpensive
compared to a textbook.''
The reliance on such lectures may
have some drawbacks. Thomas summed it up saying, "Relying on lectures

Early
Sammer
Registration
Jlowstudents can register early for Summer
They can even register by ma ll, Or If a
wants to wait and register on the
rqlstratlon day , that's another option,
new procedures are designed to make
IChool registration more convenien t and

t.

llarly llt•lbtradon

the Ont time ever, students will be able to
early for Summer School at Utah State
, Early Registration provides currently
students an opportunity to request
well In advance of an upcoming summer
• Claua are them assigned according to

Lut year there were 4,661 students
In summerIChool.

.. .. . . . , , .... , , , ... , , , . , llarly a.,talralloll

.................,......11a11•~

only is like watching the evening
news without caring to read the morning newspaper. The former
represents highlights , while the latter
gives more depth to the news."
Pitkin observed a similar pitfall.
Some students, he said, may not be
getting everything from a lecture.
Therefore, they need to read and reread a textbook in order to understand.
Steve Babbit, a graduate student in
mechanical engineering, simply keeps
his textbooks. "It is not worth selling
it back for the amount of money you
get paid," he said. "Besides, these are
textbooks I am familiar with and they
will be easier for me to use at work. "
The ASUSU Book Exchange offers
students an alternative to bookstore

"Students ought to know
that we buy used textbooks
as a courtesy to them. The
bookstore is not obligated
to buy used textbooks,"
textbook prices. "It offers the student
a better deal because he or she sets
the prices with no middleman involved - it is students helping other
students," said Lyn Glenn, who was
associated with the ASUSU Book Exchange for three years.
Still, new editions and textbook
changes affect the book exchange in
the same way they affect the

bookstore. When that happens,
students fall back on the bookstore.
In some cases, the bookstore may
buy the textbook for 25 to 30 percent
of the original price from the
1\/ebraska Book Company. This
·epresents a much higher loss than
he half price the bookstore pays.
"Students are idealistic enough to
think that a university is removed
from capitalism, " said Pitkin. "The
university is a money-making institution." Pitkin, whose book is slated
for publication in the near future, added, ''The money I will earn from the
textbook will not go to a charitable
cause, but rather, toward paying my
bills. Still, students are entitled to
know where the textbook money
goes."
On the surface, bookstore officials
would seem to be the obvious target
at whom the throw the book.
However, Nyman and Nylor denied
making profits from textbook sales.
Textbook earnings, they said , go
toward meeting overhead costs.
"Students ought to know that we
buy used textbooks as a courtesy to
them," said Nylor. ''The bookstore is
not obligated to buy used textbooks
from students. Some colleges give
students a shorter period in which to
sell their textbooks."
Pitkin and his colleagues said he
felt professors ought to be sensitized
to the high cost of textbooks. By putting textbooks on reserve on the
library and providing reading lists,
c;tudents may cutback on college expenses. The only problem with
reserve material, they said, is that
students have to await their turn.

ASUSU input effects change
By ERICH GROSSE
staff writer

USU's population is divided into three
groups : students, faculty and lhe central

administration. When dealing with faculty and
administration, the students are represented by
the Executive Council of the Associated
Students of Utah State University (ASUSU).
Students, through their elected representatives
in ASUSU, have substantial input into
university operations and the formation of
university policy, according to out-going
ASUSU President Dave Chambers.
ASUSU . however, exists only as a
recommending and advising body - any
proposal made by student government must
ultimately be approved by the central
administration

.

'Tm not aware of any major decisions that
are made without his input or some student
input. Just the fact that a student is present in a
meeting makes a big difference."
"Another function of ours is as a researc h
body," Chambers said, referi ng to the work
ASUSU officers do prior to and after present ing
information to the Stater's Council, a body
consisting of the ASUSU Executive Council and
the central administration. The student body
president is the chairman of the Stater's
Council.
"If we bring an issue to them that is blatantly
ignorant then we're going to loose a lot of
credibility," he said. "You have to be educated
and informed to be successful."

One of the proposals ASUSU has recently
placed before the Stater's Council called for the
removal of the C-minus and the 0-plus from,
and the addition of an A-plus to, the plusminus grading system. "I would expect that next
year sometime that would be resolved, just to
let you know the time frame that we're looking
al," said Chambers.
"We have to sell it at three steps," he said.
"We have to sell it at the Academic Standards
Committee , the Educational Policy Committee
and then it goes to the Faculty Senate. When
somebody comes up with an idea, it takes a
long time to get it through the system because it
has to be scutinized by at least three different
bodies.
·President Cazier won't override that decision
because he's already told us he's in favor of it "
Although it is within Cazier's authority to
implement the changes. the proposal will first
be sent through the proper channels, Chambers
said.

) l,,,, t1p1t1iou of ASLJSU;

Monte Meacham. 22 , education:
·1 rt~,1l1ydon t kuow t~uf111gl1to l1m•e n lot
ot opUlll'ttl~ but tht•y li11N• go()ct th"tll.•itic-s I
thHlk tl1t• J'eOJ'lt• c()uld n·,1lly n111kt•,1 big
dltta1·11ct~. TJwt is u•Jry I ;.•oh•d. '
In the .1ctu.1I formation ot univer.1t)-· policy
tht• ~.ii .rnthoritv and the final decision lies
with USU P~sid°ent Stanh .,rd Cazier Although
the hn,11 ,rnth1.1rit) ~ts ,...-ith the president. •
C.111er ,,ud Id like to think of the authority a!-.
-.h.1rt'ti
C,u1er 1-.. however . unlikeh· to .ilter the
..t,,tus 1Jlh ' with1..,ut the tacit .lppr1..wal ot the

F,Kultv Senate and ASUSU. acn>rding to
Ch.:ambers Pr61dent Cazier has . ome s1..xial
n.•-.p1..,n-.1b1htv101..,- vou d1..,nt want 11..,tr.1mple
,,n tht· t,1culh · and the ,tuJents
Tht· r,:al purp1..,-.e"'t ASUSU 1, .1s .1 lobb\'lng
tun t t1,,n tht·v 1,,bbv dl\'t'"r--.t> public.:s
admin1,tr.1twn t.11..ult:i· ,Jther ,tudt·nt ~n..,ups
\"irtu.;ilh It H''-"t'r,,.thl" ,,h1..,lt' ..,~trum
l haml'<'
~ ,-.,,J.
1\' l'. l , m,,,t adl\t' wit• i-. at tht n,urn..11
ari,I H, m mtlh-t> Jevt'I , ·1rtu.1llv e, t f) u"'unol
.ind 1.. ,mnutlt't ' ,.m 1...impu hJ., \lO(' \,r m\
tucft'nt mtml--t•r-. ~\,mt:tlmt· tht.· ch.11rnurt ts an
A~l l 0 H1t.e• ,,r .in A~l Sll .ir mt
1d
l

h.iml-<
·rs

K.a.rma l.a.mborn, 20. J:.usme ,:

l li:...t•
It but I c-ohld ~tl mort" urtn·c-'"
o{Jacerscan mull" A

,t

I ho1 l11t n

dJ t'rt'nc-e If tl111.--y
fultrll lhrJT ,:ampaJ n
pr nus,s •h,·y will rrally do a cood 10b
Accordi~ to C haml"ers for Cazier to
tmplemmt the chang be/on, ~v1ng
mput of
th,· fa,ulty " ,uld Ne mon- or l
1dhng the
Fa'--u1t .:en.atf' ,, ..-d1.n t wa~t you to Mw any
~ut \"1 n th1 .>.nd th.it s tht- way 1t going t

R,, .-\lien_ n,, ch,11rman ot the Faculty
,· n•t• .,,.,Jthe rresid,nt h.i only ~ \'ot• in
th, n•t• •nJ th, fact that he is t~ president
h.i, very l,ttl 1mp.,ct on m t of t~ sm.aiton

Brad D ance, 22, business financing·
"/ do,d think there is enough 1npu
students. They do,i't know what ASU U
doing sµecificafly, lnl really not ,u

they do and I tlunk they need rnor
from the students."
"'They say what they think. I think Ow
president would be very. very hesJtant
going against the vote of the Faculty S...,
think we have real power," Allen said
Both Allen and Chambers adm11tedt
regardless of the decisions reached by fl
Faculty Senate or ASUSU the final dee
rests with Cazier.

for the largest amount ot students possible," he
said.
For the 1983-84 academic year ASUSU was
allocated $400,100 to divide among the many
student organizations. This money is the
compilation of the fees all students pay as part
of tuition.
Once these funds are allocated to ASUSU,
they are completely in the hands of the
students. It is the student body officers who
determine how the money will be divided, the
administration has no control over the
budgeting of student fees, according to
Christensen.
Christensen said that he and Evan Stevenson,
USU vice president for business, have to sign
the final draft of the budget but this is to assure
that the student government did not allocate
funds beyond its budget.
''I've never known a time when the student
officers didn't spend the money exactly the way
they wanted to spend it," said Christensen.
"We've given caution at times, .. when they
wanted to bring a $100,000 concert in and you
wonder whether they're going lo make it. In
our conservative mode we'd say that sounds
like a silly idea to do but it hasn't stopped them
from doing it."

· area is the place where they

the toughest row to hoe because
go do things, " Christensen said.
dealing with academic changes
ii through all the bureaucracy
it's enormous. "

Abdullah, 29, electrical engineering :
"Don' t know about it."

Spickmn.kan23, natural resour ces :
thinkit's alright. Some may make a
re and some may not. It just depends
t mdrvrdua
l. I can tell you one thing,
h theyare driving me crazy with all
t1mpa1gning).I can't stand them
tt!Jynaggingat me to vote fo r
o,reor ,motlier. I wish they would just
mealone."

Outside of the academic arena, ASUSU has a
good deal more control over the
implementation of their proposals. "I've rarely
ever seen anything turned down that they've
brought through the process, " said Christensen.
According to Christensen, who is the
administration 's link wit h the students, the
pr imary responsibili ty of ASUSU is the
programming of many out-of-class activities.
"Logan isn't the Mecca of activity and most of
it centers right on the campus, so they (ASUSU)
have a very big responsibility of programming

Robert Radtke, 26, soils:
"/ haven't had much to do witl1 them.
think they have a little say, but I don't know
what difference they really make."
During the ASUSU final elections, 33 percent
of the student population cas t votes for
representation in student government.
Christensen said the University of Utah draws
five percent , Weber State reports less than that ,
and, while he was at Michigan State University,
he said 600 out of 40,000 students voted in the
campus election.
"How do you judge apathy]" Christensen
asked. "W hen I see 5,000 student showing up at
a basketball game that they (ASUSU) have had
some input in terms of budget; when I see 4,CXX)
here for a ST AB in the Dark or 500 to 1,000 at
a Convocations lecture , if you get the right
speaker; and I see them reading the paper
everyday which is funded through their fees, I
don 't know how you judge that.
"Peop le evaluate ASUSU on the basis of a
one-hour meeting they hold once a week
upstairs in the Senate Chambers, but what we
have in ASUSU is a group of low-paid
administrators," Christensen said.
Val Christensen, USU vice president for ~tudent services. Christensen sa.id, "I'm
Inccouncil will relinquish their posts to the 1984-85 crew April 25.

He added, "I don't agree with the statement
that no one gives a damn, because I think they
do - a lot of them do."
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ingredients,
with no
preservatives.·
Baked, not fried.

!

Deserts arc nutritious al Center Street. Our
C'hoco lut e l\lousse, for example, is made with
pure dwcolalc, melted from the bar. \\ 'c use
just half the sugar others might use. Then "_'C
add real ,·an ilia, real cream and eggs, all whipped to u smooth perfection. Scr\'cd in a tal l
parfait ~lass. Try It today!
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Meanwhile, slippi ng
out the back door ...
... is Dave Chamben, who has finished
his year as ASUSU President.
A year ago , Chambers said stude nts
could make a difference and he
believes they have.
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Chambers: I ASUSU challenging'
It is work, but worth it, says out-going president
ly WENDY WEAVER

lllff writer

.,..i JEFFERYWINTER
-ondent
Not many know the behind-the-scenes
workthat goes into being a st udent body
allkerat USU. If you ask out-going ASUSU
pseaident Dave Chambers, he would _say th e
jobis a lot of work, but well worth it.
"The experience has taught me many
thlngs,"Chambers said. 'The biggest thing I
havelearned is how to talk to the public and
lo say what I mean the first time.
"There are no second chances with the
My communication skills have real1y
ved this year."
thing that makes his job easier is the
~
willingnessof the administration to work with
lludent
officers, he said. "Student officers are
lucky
to be able to work with the
adJninistration on a one-to-one basis," he
iijd, 'The administration are good to work
wllhthe students and allow them input."
Unlike most other universities in the
country,USU student officers are allowed
a,ntrolover student funding and make up
!heirown budgets.
A typical day for Chambers starts at 8 a.m.
whenhe goes over his agenda and decides on
atchedule.The rest of the day is usually
llledwith meetings, classes, meeting with
lllldmts,and studying when he can "grab a
minute."
"high point," he said, is when an issue he
beenworking on changes something and
·
that "something really can be

film:

example, the convenience store was the

4hctoutcome of an ASUSU resolution. The
Idea
started in the student council, he said.

Thebiggest problem facing students now is
ity of education offered to them, said
rs. "Lack of funding if a contributing

o the decline in the quality of
on. The morale among faculty is low

of the low pay."
raised by a politically active father
Instilled in him a love for the country,
bersdeveloped an early interest in
, 'We were taught in my home to love
try from the time I was little," he

recommendallons to the Execullve Council for
all appointments of AS USU not otherw,se
provided for by the conslltullon
"The president shall conduct ASUSU
elections unless otherwise specified. He / she
may be a nonvoting member of all ASUSU
boards , councils, and committees. The
president shall appoint and preside over a
cabinet to assist in his / her responsibilitie s.
He / she shall schedule and conduct Executive
Council quarterly workshops. He / she will
chair the annual ASUSU awards banquet. "

Friday,

April 13
b · 9:30 P.M.
Saturday,
April 14
10 A.M. · 6 P.M.
Logan Recreation
Center
19S S. 100 W.
Gift

Something
For Everyone
Video, Water
Conditioning,

Ideas!

Quilting

Clothes

Computers

''The Magician
Dexter"
i: 7: \0 P.M .. Sat: 11 A.M. & 3 P.M.
Fair

Admission

SO'

'l

:= - 1· • d

Styling Un 1m1te

?SJ-OOl6

Of course, the job is not as cut-and-dry as
the charter outlines - there is a lot more to
the office, Chambers said. He said he tries to
get out and meet students. In order to really
know the problems facing the student, he
feels he must meet with .as many students as
possible and hear their complaints.
While in student government at USU,
Chambers admitted that "politics and red
tape" do exist.
'The best way to make changes is to
research ," he said, "then educate the
administration in regards to the necessary
changes and convince them that the changes
are needed, beneficial and worth supporting. "
Chambers said the university
administration is intelligent and recognizes the
need for a change when it is feasible.
But, he said , as in all political arenas, one
needs to know the channels and be aware of
who has the power.
Chambers, graduating with a business
degree this June, will be employed with
Monsanto Chemical Co. as a field sales
consultant. Even though he is starting at the
bottom, he said he hopes to utilize the
experience gained as ASUSU president to
work his way "to the top. " Chambers said he
learned more in office than he did in four
years of college classes.
Chambers is going to take a breather from
politics for a while, he said, with plans to
become involved in local politics in the
future .
Since Chambers has been on USU
committees and four state committees, he said
as he leaves his student officer post he looks
forward to spending more time with his wife.
He said in the future he doesn 't want to
become too involved in local politics that he
doesn't have time for family and church
activities as well.

HOME ENTERPRISES
& KVNU
1984 Spring Fair!

-_ .1t

,,

Spring Hair Cut
Special reg . $?
$
NOW
5'
for Men and Women

Don't wait in slow lines
for fast food.
Domino 's Pizza welcomes
you back to campus. For
over 20 years we've been
delivering hot, tasty pizzas
to hungry students across
America.
The best part (besides
the pizza!) is that you
don't have to wait in line.
Domino's Pizza Delivers':"
So why wait? Gall us
with your order and relax.

Fast . Free Delivery ..

753-8770
1151 N. Main
Open for lunch
11am-1am Sun-Thurs..
11 am-2am Fri & Sat.
Our drivers carry less

than $10.00.
Umlted dellvery area.
C\1983 Oumlno'I Plua, Inc.

r------------------~
$2.00

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

OFF

$2 off any large 16"
banquet, vegi or deluxe pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires April 15, 1984

F■ at,

Ff'M O.Uvery""

753-8770
1151 N. Main

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

..
~------------------r------------------,
FREE ITEM & FREE
COKE or SPRITE
One free item and one
free quart of Coke or Sprite
with any pizza purchase.
Expires April 15, 1984
Fast , Free Delivery""

753-8770
1151 N. Main

-------------------·
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Aggies ~dd another Jeff Anderson to hoop list
By PAUL JONES
sports writer

-

Transfer center Jerome Johnson is one of four new players to the Utah State basketball program. Johnson
transferred to USU from Oklahoma, where he played behind Wayman Tisdale.
En'ch Grosse pl,oto

With the loss of five players from the men's basket•
ball team - seniors Ron Ence, Michael McCullogh
and Chris McMullin and Reid Newey and Danny
Conway, who are both going on missions - the Aggies have signed four new players.
The official letter-of-intent day wasn't until
Wednesday, but Aggie basketball coach Rod Tueller
had two new Aggies already enrolled on campus
when Bear River (Tremonton) High School's Jeff
Anderson was signing his name on his letter-of-intent
Jerry Davis of Corvallis, Ore., signed last fall.
A new NCAA rule allows coaches to sign basketball athletes in the fall. This allows the athlete to get
his decision on a school out of the way early and he
then doesn't have to worry about the pressure late in
the season and can concentrate on nothing but basket
ball. Davis signed in this manner.
Tueller's said he is pleased to have Anderson coming into the Utah State program. Anderson, a 6-3,
160-pound guard, was one of the top scorers in Utah
last season in Division 3A play, averaging 26.2 points
a game .
Tueller's other new additions are Davis, Bill Floyd,
and Jerome Johnson.
Davis a 6-7, 190-pound prospect from Portland.
Ore., averaged 15.8 points and 10 rebounds a game
while leading Corvallis High School to a 22-2 season
his senior year. Davis was also named the most
valuable player of the state championship tournament
in Port land last season.
Floyd and Johnson are already enrolled al Utah
Stale. Floyd, a 6-7 transfer from Snow College in
Ephraim, enrolled this quarter. Floyd, who played
both guard and forward at Snow, averaged 17.S
points and 7.5 rebounds his sophomore season and
was a two-year all-conference player. He led his team
to a 24-4 record his first year a 22-8 season his second
year and a pair of conference titles.
Johnson, a 6-8 transfer center from Oklahoma .
University, came to Utah Stale after 12 games play1Jll!
as a backup to consensus All-America Wayman
Tisdale.
Tueller said he is looking for possibly two mort'
players to add to his team, which finished 19-1t lasl
season.
"We are looking for at least two other player.i,
said Tueller. 'We have until May 15 to sign new
players."

PCAA-leading Long heads Ag track contingent at BYU
The Mountain West Invitational a combined men's and women's meet
Saturday in Provo - is the next
event for Ralph Maughan's Utah
State tra ck and field team.
First events begin at 11 a.m. and
the meet runs throughout the day at
the Brigham Young University track
stadium.
The Aggies will roll into Provo
after a second-p lace finish Saturday
afternoon at USU's only home meet
(Faldmo Invitational) and a thirdplace finish the week before al the

After the season's two meets
sprinter Theodis Windham continues
to hold a slight edge in points scored
with 14; middle distance men Bryan
Griffin and Greg Long follow with 13
and 12 points, respectively. After that
come weightman Chris Hatch (11)
and middle distance runner Andy
Cox (10).

back in the 1,500 (he won the 800 last
week at the Aggie home event but
has the best time in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association at 1,500 meters).
Bryan (Griffin) will move back from
the 1,500 lo the 800. Andy Cox will
run 400 meters this weekend."
The highlight of Saturday's meet in
Maughan Track Stadium was the
school record effort in the hammer
throw (187-1) by Brett Mickelson.

'We have a couple of minor
changes we'll make for this meet,"
said Maughan. "Greg Long will be

Maughan takes a 19-man team to
Provo Saturday, nine of them listed
among the PCAA's leaders.

opening event of the season, the
Wildcat Invitational in Ogden.

Windham is listed sixth and
seventh in the 100 and 20().meter
dashes; Long is first (1:50.81) in the
800 listings and second at 1,500
meters; Cox is fifth in the 800 m,ters
and Griffin is seventh; Kyle Jensen
"
the PCAA's fourth best intermediate
hurdler· Mark Birch is second in the
high ju;,,p with an effort of ~11; and
Mickelson is second m the diocul
sixth in the hammer throw: Chris
Hatch is sixth in the discus andand
seventh in the hammer throw:
Art Souverein is listed seventhIn the
10,000-meler run.

Crenshaw takes first-round Masters golf lead with 67
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP)
Ben Crenshaw
played an almost-errorless 6-under-par 67 and
took the lead, one stroke in front of Lee Trevino
after the first round of the 48th Masters golf
tournament Thursday.
" It was a very good round of golf today," said
Crenshaw, so often a challenger but not yet a
winner in golfs Big Four events.
•·sut," said the man who is noted among his
peers as one of the finest putters in the game, "it

could have been better.
"I felt like I left a few shots out there. It easily
could have been two or three shots better - and
that 's conservative."
He hit 17 greens, reached two par-Ss in two
and did not make a bogey. The problem, said
Crenshaw, lay with the putter, often the most
potent weapon in his arsenal. This time,
however, he made only two putts longer than 30
inches.

Trevino, like Crenshaw, fascinatedwiththe
possibility of winning this title - which~
with the U.S. and British Opens andthe
•
the game's major events - scatttred Sfffll blfdies across his card in a swaggering, al'lllswinging journey over the rolling hillsof
Augusta National.

G
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Gridders launch spring practices
Chris Pella's first season at
Utah State - a 5-6 finish was short of the standard he
hadestablished after assisting
four other head coaches over
15 previous seasons in Logan.
Yet, Pella says no one
among the coaches and
players regard their first year
together as a "losing" season.
AndPella is confident that
spirit will translate into more
wins in 1984.
The first official step
toward that goal begins
Saturday morning at 9:30,
when the Aggies begin spring
practices.
The Aggies last year were
losers once by a point (to
Pacific Coast Athletic
Association champion Fullerton Stale), by three points (lo
long Beach Stale in the
finale) and by four in the
thrilling game at BYU. It appearsPella has the resources

this season to win those close
games.
His personnel list is headed
by a bona fide All-American
in senior outside linebacker
Hal Garner, one of the country's best-kept defensive
secrets in defensive tackle
Mike Hamby and two-time
all-PCAA first-team guard
David Kuresa.
Too often, USU's 1983 problems were the result of inconsistencies offensively. This
year, Pella has the numbers
on offense (27 lettermen and
nine starters- back) and he
and his staff have made a
commitment to improving
play on that side of the ball.
"One of our goals is to
create more confidence in our
passing game," Pella said.
"And, we want to have the
personality of our offense
become more like that of our
defense: we're looking for

more intensity, more
discipline, more pride and
more aggressivene5s on offense."
Creating the confidence in
the passing game means,
first, finding a quarterback.
And Pella likes the candidates: Doug Samuels (1982
starter), Gym Kimball (early
1983 starter), letterman Kevin
Nitzel and Scottsdale (Ariz.)
Junior College transfer Brad
Ipsen.
The offense loses starters at
two positions: split end Fred
Fernandes and quarterback
Chico Canales, who started
the final eight games.
However, both running backs
return - tailback Marc
White and fullback Andre
Bynum - along with three
other lettermen at those
spots. Plus, the offensive line
is intact - center Dana

jot somdhing on lht lip of your ptn?
fBrilt ii down in a ltlltr lo lhe Editor.

tit317
Fear no evil on our

Stumplumper-Trek
Sign up for our honds·on
overhaul class.

138 N. 100 E. Logan

*

Westates Theatre*

Capitol
43S.Maln

Frl&Sat
11p .m .
S2

Utah State's women's softball team travels
to Albuquerque, N .M., this weekend to play
Mexico, second-ranked UCLA and High
Country Conference foe Northern Colorado.
Tuesday's double-header against the
University of Utah in Logan was rained out
andhas been rescheduled in May.
Games which Utah State, 14-12, plays with
NewMexico will count in the High Country
Conference standings .
UCLA is the tournament favorite, sporting
All-American pitcher Debbie Doom.
Pitchers Julia Ranheim and Kristie
Skoglund lead the Aggie team - Skoglund
rttuming after an enforced layoff after breaking the little finger of her pitching hand
earlier this season.
Utah State also has one other change in the
lineup, the insertion of freshman Kendra

Aggies' Tolbert
and Johnsson
hope to qualify
Utah State's women's track
travels to Provo Satur4-y for an 11 a.m. scoring
-atBYU.
Teamsexpected are Utah,
Utah
Sta te, BYU, Weber
5'altand Southern Utah
SlateCollege.
TheAggies hope to qualify
liWody
Tolbert in the 400 in!i,modiatehurdles and
IWaia)ohnsson in the open
J/IIJ
metersfor the High
a.a.try Confere nce chamscheduled for May

m

t=ips,
andU,

lehnaaon
has already

in the 100 and
even ts for the
ips.
Ponton has
for the HCC champs in the high jump
110 high hurdles, Denise
has qualified in the
!Miersand Barbara
In theopen 400.
seilries in Sat urday's
Anciude
the 4 X 100
of Rainey,
Pon ton an d
· the4 X 400 relay
ll,liney,Katrina
an d To lbert.
-1

Redwood

Frl&S.t

795 N. Main

11:40p.m.
S2

7:00 9:00

(continued on page 14)

GREYSTOKE

Ag softball team ente rs tou rney
a tournament with the University of New

753-3294

Ireton at second base with the departure of
junior Vicki Bence from the team.
Bence had started 25 games at the position
but Ireton has been playing second base since
USU's double-header with Fullerton State on
March 28.
It will be the first meeting this year for the
Aggies against any of the three teams in the
tournament. Utah State is 1-1 in past play
against UCLA, 7-4 against New Mexico and
11-8 against Northern Colorado.
Utah Stale plays a double-header today
against New Mexico today at 2 p.m ., a twinbill against UCLA at 10 a.m. Saturday and a
double-header against UNC at 10 a.m . Sunday . The tournament winner is determined by
record of the six games played.
The next scheduled home game for Utah
State is Tuesday against Fresno State at 2
p.m.

-

THE LEGEND OF -

TARZAN
l.ORD OP THE APES

Cinema

60 W 100 N

Fri & Sat
11 :15 pm

$2 ...

7:15 ONLY!

Friday the 13th

Both shows end April 19
A separate
ticket must be
purchased

9:15 ONLY!

UPTHE

CR.EEK
~;;t.;i>i'!_

Look out l

Toni9ht is the

HIGHTOf TH£

LIVING

0£AO

Old Main Auditorium
8100 & 10100p.m.
$1.00 Donation
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Carlson inks Idaho state champ
WHATSETSUSAPART
FROMTHE OTHER
VETERINARY
SCHOOLS?

Ii{
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•
•
•
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ENGLISHis the languageof tnstrt1ctIon·••
FULLTIME qualified faculty from U.S.VeterinarySchools
AMERICANVeterinarySchoolcurnculumdevelopedby Deansof U.S.veterinary schools
• CLINICALtraining offered in the United·Slates
• GRADUATES
ehgibleto take U.S.licensure''exams
Now acceptingapplicationsfor July and November1984
semesters.FinancialAssistanceAvailable. FORFURTHER.INFO
. RMATION CallWarren Ross
Oss TollFreeWithin N.Y.State 1-800-462-4070.
OutsideN.Y.State 1-800-828-8011
nlVerSJty or Write, CaribbeanAdm,ss,onsInc.
16 W.32nd Street. New York. N.Y.10001• DeotYb 6
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By PAUL JONES
sports writer
After the loss of senior
heavyweight J .L. Coon, USU
head wrestling coach Bob
Carlson wasted no time in
replacing Coon, as he signed
heavyweight Tony Hernandez
of Blackfoot, Idaho, Wednesday to a national letter-ofintent.

"Hernandez was the twotime heavyweight state champion for Blackfoot High
School," Car lson said.
Carlson said he still has to
fill at least_three more weight
classes before next year, even
with nine lettermen and three
redshirts returning .
'We are trying to fill the
167, 177 and the 190 weight
classes for next year," said

Carlson. 'We will still be bringing in recruits for the next
two weekends.
"Signing will be slow
because wrestlers are still
visiting schoo ls, but we hope
to wrap up things by the end
of April."

r.

le

May 15 is the last day to
sign athletes to letters-of.
intent.

Garner leads returning defensive starters
(continued from page 13)
Johnson, guards Kuresa and
Tony Roach and tackles
Mitch Kaiser and James Suitt
as well as tight end James
Samuels.
Garner and Hamby head a
list of six return ing starters
on defense. That group includes the other outside

linebacker - Mike Robinson
- and inside linebacker Jimmy Jenkins, cornerback Ed
Berry and safety Bill
Beauford.
The least of Pella's concerns surround placement
kicking, where senior Willie
Beecher has been very consistent during his career - 48

of 48 on extra points and 28
of 40 on field goal attempts.
The Aggies lost a fine
freshman punter in Russell
Griffith, who has chosen to
concentrate on his academic
pursuits. Griffith averaged
41.8 yards per punt last
season.

Ag golfers end one-month break at Boise
A weekend meet - the Bronco Invitational
- marks the first competition for Dan
Roskelley and his Aggie golfers in more than
a month.
Roskelley and his team will compete at the
Warm Spring Country Club in Boise with 36
holes of the tournament scheduled for Friday
and 18 more Saturday.
USU's most recent competition was the
Sacramento State Invitational the first of
March and the Aggies were 14th among the
18-team field. Junior Kent Easton of Whittier,
Calif., finished ninth in that meet.
Without the benefit of extensive playing
time(" ... the weather hasn't allowed us any

qualifying time at all ... "), the Aggie coach
has been forced to designate his team judging
on past performance.
Roskelley said the Aggies will enter seniors
Roger Dahle and Greg Borthwick,
sophomores Chris Jones and Tim Fernau and
freshman Tim Parson in the weekend event tr
Boise. Easton won 't compete this weekend he is at Augusta, Ga., for the Masters Tournament this weekend.
USU's golf season will conclude with th,
Cougar Classic April 20-21 at BYU and the
PCAA meet in Fresno, May 7-8.
Roskelley said he considers Easton a strong
nominee for the NCAA fielcl, with the n•tional tournament scheduled from May 23-28

Netters place 8-7 dual meet mark on line
SPECTRUM PRODUCTIOJ"IS
PRESEJ"ITS

J AM ES GROUTAGE
AND

CARRERA
IN
TUESDAY . APRIL 24 , 1984
TICKETS

CONC E RT

U .00 IN ADVANCE

8:00 pm

85 .00 AT DOn..fL.

USU

AVAILABLE

FAC
AT :

USU TICKET OFFICE. SPORTSMAN, OOWJ"ITOWN ANO IN CACHE VALLEY MALL

First-year head coach Blake Wilcox and his
USU tennis team will be in Boise this weekend
for the Boise State Invitational.
The Aggies have an 8-7 dual meet record
going into the event.
Wilcox is expected to enter a lineup which
will include the following (with their records),
No. 1 singles - Dave Edman (8-7); No. 2
singles - Tony Green (4-11); No . 3 singles Jay Bryan (9-6); No. 4 singles - Burke Plummer (6-9); No. S singles - Bob Hampton

(11-1); No. 6 singles - Mike McCaffrey io-41
·
No. 1 doubles - Edman and Green (8-7); No.
2 doubles - Hampton and Bryan (7-5); and
No. 3 doub les - Paul Whiting and Plummer
(6-3).

The Aggies have recorded wins over Idaho
State (three times), Chami nade, BYU-Hawail,
Hawaii All-Stars, Montana State and Mesa
College while losing to Weber State (twice),
UNLV, Northern Arizona, Hawaii, Boise
State and BYU.
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Internati onal Students:
ELEC TIONS!
Elections for the Executive
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Sec._ Trees., Public
Relations Officer) will be
held April 20. Open to ell
International Students Applications available
TSC 332.
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Now that elections
areover ...
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Glauser's
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•St eaks•Shrimp •Chicken•

25 West Center, Logan

Today's Special
Turkey with Sage Dressing
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Tour will be at the Bear Lake Summit area.
weather
permitting.
(Beginner / intermediate
I
Bring food & water.
Call Chris at 752•6779 for details.
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CacheValleyComputer
EMPORIUM
55 N.Main
ReminderApplicatic,ns for Blue Key National Honor
Fraternitymay be picked up in TSC Room 326
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KEY
Any junior or senior may apply. Selection is made on the
basis of scholastic achievement, service, lead ership and
campus involvement.
Applications must be turned in Monday, April 16.
Faculty references may be turned in by Thursday, April 19.

Offergoodthru April
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ISC elections soon
Elections for the International Student
C<.1uncilexecutive offices for 1984-85 will

be held April 20. These offices are open to
all internati o nal students. Application
forms are available in the !SC office at SC
J32A. Deadline for applications is April

16.

AMCAS available
Attention pre-med students: AMCAS
applications are now available from
Vivian Johnson in NRB 127.

Graduate deadlines
Deadline for all graduation forms is
April 13. After that, late fees will be
imposed until May 11, with no fees
accepted for 1984 Commencement after
that date .

Travel school offered
Small World Travel will be conducting
Clark's Travel School, beginning April 30.

The course will include manual
procedures and computer training. For
more information, contact Small World
Travel at 753-4550.

Teaching deadline
Students in genera l secondary,
elementary and vocational subjects who
plan to do student teaching fall quarter
must file an application with the Bureau
of Student Teaching in Ed 113 by April
16. Students failing to meet this deadline
will be held over to winter quarter.

Scholarships offered
Two scholarships are being offered to
teachers, educators and others involved in
community service from the Cache Valley
area by the Bridgerland Audubon Society.
The scho larship s typically offer $100 to
recipients to be used for attending the
Teton Science School in Teton National
Park, Wyo., and the Alpine Conference
held near Alpine, Wyo., June 5-10.
Applications for the scholarsh ips can be
obtained by contacting Diane Siegfried at
753-3982 or Allen Stokes at 752-2702.

@lendar
April 13, i984
□ Intramural men's
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and women's tennis close date.
D SC movie Never Say Never Again at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
Ihe SC Audilorium.
D SC Midnigh1 Movie Tlie Great Escape in the SC
Auditorium.
□ Deadline for gradualion forms. Late fees begin.
O Chapare lle Flag Corps. presenls a dance wilh music by
Shu! Up & Dance in the Fieldhouse at 9 p.m.
□ The Thealre Aris Dept. presents Nigl,t of the Living
Dead. in the Old Main Auditorium al 8 and 10 p.m.
CJFriday Nigh! al !he Tule: dollar nigh! wilh War Games
and dance, 7 p.m. in Ihe South Slake Cenler.
□ College of Nalural Resources Banque! al 7 p.m. in the
SC Walnul Room. $9.50 / 8.50 for sludents.

April 14, 1984
□ Free income tax assistance through VITA in the SC
Lounge , 3rd floor, 1 lo 4 p.m.
l Young Democrats meeting and luncheon with Democratic
gubernatorial candidate Ken Gardner at Robintino's, 11
a.m.
[l Phi Gamma Della-Fiji Toga Parly al 636 E. 500 Norlh,
7:30 p.m. Siudenl I.D. required.
[ ,Bridgerland Audubon Sociely field trip al 8 a.m. from
the University Radio Tower.
[ JSC Movie Never Say Never Again in the SC Auditorium
al 7 and 9:30 p.m.
,SC MidnighI Movie The Great Escape in Ihe SC
Auditorium.
}Saturday Matinee Boatniks at 11 a.m. and l p.m. in the
SC Auditorium.
STAB Singles Club al 8 p.m. in 1he SC Skyroom.

April 16, 1984
'The Audubon Sociely presenls Death of a Legend Ihe
ndture and plight of wolves as they face man's intrusion, at
7 p. m. in !he Logan Library
Honors Program Open Forum: "Youth in Europe," with

Dr Douglas Alder and Agnes Malicka al 3:30 p.m. in I.
349
STAB co<-<laerobic, class al 5 p.m. ,n HPER 102.
SC Movie Greut Sm1tlni c1t7 ,m<lQ:30 p. m. in the SC

Auditorium .
Blm· Key .1pplicc1tion dt.•Jdlin<~
Stmh.>nt te~Khing fJII qu,uter .ipplic-.1tiondt.•,uJlim:.
~krchc1nt r:,11rin the Sunbur ...t Louni,::e.ind ,iuts.idl".

_

Passover Seder
planned

Scholarship and the Nawat Naman
Scholarship. Appications and information
are available in SC 326.

The Jewish Community of Logan is
planning a Passover Seder the second
night of Passover (April 17). If you are
interested please ca ll 753-6434 or 753-6964
between 6 and 10 p.m.

Graduate student
thesis deadline

Blue Key applications
available
Applications for Blue Key Fraternity
may be picked up in SC 316 after 12:30
p.m. They must be turned in by April 16.

Sierra Club to meet
The Cache gro up of the Sierra Club will
have a sk i outing in the Wellsvilles April
15. Call Bryan Dixon for details at
752-6830 after 6 p.m.

Applications available
Applications are available for the Helen
Lundstrom Scholarship, Neil 0. Gruwell

Final copies of thesis must be clurtd by
the Graduate Office by April 20. PIU&e
turn ii in prior to that so that corrtctions
may be made. This deadline is absolutt. U
students complete any of the degret

requirements after the deadline, theywlll
not be eligible for 1984 Cornmmcement.

Deadlines listed
All campus clubs, organizations.
individuals and university departmtnb
interested in putting their newsworthy
announcements on The Back Bumn"
should complete a form available at TSC
315. Both calendar items and notim of
activities need to follow these deadHnea
Tuesday and Thursday at 10 a.m. and
Friday at 2 p.m. for publication in tht
next regular issue.

What's 'Playing,_~
Mann 's Triplex - Friday tire 13th, Part 4, Police Academy,
Footloose. Midnight mqvies Animal House , Blue Thunder,
Creepshow. 752-7762.
Utah - Splash. 752-3072.
Redwood - Greystoke - The Legend of Tarzan. 752-5098.
Cinema - Up The Creek. 753-1900.
Capitol - Where the Boys Are. 752-7521.

Weath,e_r
____
Today 's forecast
Sunny and warmer. High 56. Lows around 35.
Tomorrow's forecast
Fair with a warming trend. Highs in the mid 60s to 70s.
Lows around 40.

~

